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history, tAxonomy And detection

suPermAssive blAck holes And Accretion Processes

AGn: inflows And outflows

AGn And host GAlAxies: fuelinG And feedbAck

formAtion And evolution of AGn
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lecture 1:
history, tAxonomy And detection

of Active GAlActic nuclei
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Historical notes and definitions

Observations and classification

Emission and absorption lines

Radio-quiet and radio-loud objects 

Broad-band continuum  constraints

Unification of AGN



AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection
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First spectroscopy of spiral nebulae, including NGC1068, by Edward A. Fath
(1880-1959): detected nebular emission lines and was awarded Ph.D.
(21 citations, starting 61 yr later!)
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The centres of the nebulae are of the nature of 
singular points,‘ at which matter is poured into 
our universe from some other and entirely 
spatial dimension, so that to a denizen of our 
universe, they appear as points at which matter 
is being continually created…

Sir James H. Jeans in 1929:

AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection
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AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection

http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Sept04/Shields/Shields_refs.html#99


ApJ 97, 28 (1943)
6 galaxies

6Carl Seyfert (1911-1960)

NGC 1068

AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection



Reber (1944): detection at 160MHz of Cyg-A
Bolton (1948): first radio identification of point sources 

(other than Sun!),
including  Cas A, Crab,
Cygnus A, Cen A, M87, etc. at 100 MHz (not extragalactic!)

Baade & Minkowski (1954):  optical identification of  Cas A, 
Cyg A  (distorted morphology)

emission lines of [NV], [OIII], [NeIII], [OI], 
[NII], Hα width 400 km/s

distance of 31 Mpc for H0 = 540 km/s/Mpc
1950-60’s: radio catalogs by Cambridge (e.g. 3C)

L(radio)~ 8x1042 erg/s

L(opt)   ~ 6x1042 erg/s
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John Bolton

Extragalactic nebula in Cygnus

Radio emission: first 
distinguishing sign of AGN!

AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection



* In my opinion, the term "synchrotron 
radiation " to describe cosmic radio emission
should be avoided. It was first used by 
physicists interested in this phenomenon, 
which has been a source of trouble in 
accelerating electrons in synchrotrons. To 
continue to use a laboratory term in connection 
with astronomical phenomena does not appear 
very sensible. Some authors in the U .S.S.R. 
have used the term "magnetic 
bremsstrahlung." However, I would like to 
suggest the term "acceleration radiation," 
which has the advantage of more closely 
describing the phenomenon itself.

Footnote:

Synchrotron radiation in double lobed galaxies:  E~1060 erg

radio+optical+X-rays
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3C 273 --- one of the strongest extragalactic radiosources, was first catalogued
in 1959. Its 13th magnitude optical counterpart was observed (at least!)
as early as 1887

Cambridge catalog: starlike,
except for a `wisp’ of light
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lunar occultation of 3C 273
accurate position 
(Hazard et al. 1963)

Diffraction spikes form 
only for point sources     
 quasar is star-like

3C 273

AGn: history, tAxonomy And detection



Sky and Telescope Editor (1961):
There is a "remote possibility that it may 
be a distant galaxy of stars" but "general 
agreement" that it is "a relatively nearby 
star with most peculiar properties." 

detection of QuAsistellAr objects:
QuAsArs

Timescale of 
Seyfert Activity 
~ 108 yr 1% of
galaxies are Seyferts
and nuclear mass
~10 8-10 M
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detection of QuAsistellAr objects:
QuAsArs

Maarten Schmidt (1963) & spectrum of 3C 273
with 200” Palomar (z=0.158): February 5, 1963

Moon occultation of 3C 273 
on August 5 1962 at 410 MHz
(Hazard, Mackey & Shimmins 1963)

 time
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Maarten Schmidt | Mar. 11, 1966

QuAsArs
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What made 3C 273 at z=0.158 so special?

Absolute magnitude very massive galaxies!
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AGn: tAxonomy

Blind men and elephant (Indian) parable 14



Active GAlActic nuclei (AGn):                        
the zoo

blazars

micro-quasars

QSOs

quasars

radio galaxies

BL Lacs

N galaxies

OVVs
Seyferts
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AGn: tAxonomy

Radio-quiet Radio-loud
Kellerman et al. (1989)

~10% of luminous AGN

Seyfert Galaxies (MB>−23)
Type 1 and Type 2
Quasars (MB<−23)
Type 1 and Type 2
LINERS: Low-ionization nuclear

emission-line region                      
galaxies

~90% of luminous AGN

Radio galaxies 
Broad-line radio galaxies (BLRGs)
Narrow-line radio galaxies (NLRHs)

Blazars
BL Lacs
OVVs: Optically violently variable 

quasars
Radio-loud quasars                                                 

R= fradio /foptical-UV

quasars

AGN
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RL = log(Lradio/Lopt)



AGn: (more comPlete) tAxonomy
3-D classification: spectral type, radio properties, luminosity 

NAME              SPECTRAL TYPE     RADIO-LOUD?        LUMINOSITY

Seyferts                    1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0                No                                   Moderate

Quasars                     1, 2                                              No                                   High

LINERS                    1, 2                                              Yes/No                            Low            

BLRGs                      1                                                  Yes                                  Moderate

NLRGs                      2                                                  Yes                                  Moderate

Radio-loud quasars  1, 2                                              Yes                                 High

FR Is                          1                                                  Yes                                 Low

FR IIs                         1, 2                                              Yes                                Low/High

Blazars                       0                                                  Yes                                Low/High 17



AGn: broAd-bAnd sPectrum
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AGn: emission lines
 UV/optical spectrum of quasars
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
Quasars: quasi-stellar
Seyferts: host galaxy visible, but has a bright nucleus

type 1 --- narrow+broad emission lines)
type 2 --- only narrow lines (but look in a polarized light….)

LINERS: host galaxy visible, not so bright nucleus, low excitation lines visible
Radio galaxies:

FR II --- powerful collimated jets with hotspots (Fanaroff & Riley 1974)
FR I  --- less-powerful, less-collimated, no hotspots

Blazars, BL Lacs: core-dominated, flat-spectrum quasars, with 
significant non-thermal radiation forming SED

3C 31 (FR I)                      3C 175 (FR II)

About 30-40% of all galaxies show signs of AGN!  (Ho et al. 1995)
20



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Quasars MB < -23, strong nonthermal continuum, 

broad permitted emission lines  ~104 km/s
narrow forbidden emission lines  ~102-3 km/s

Radio quiet (RQQ): elliptical or spiral host galaxies
Radio loud (RLQ): ~10% of all quasars, elliptical hosts

Composite quasar 
optical/UV spectrum

Emission lines!
Fl

ux
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Quasars: host galaxies
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Subtracting the star-like quasar image
 underlying galaxy

Some quasars are found in colliding
and distorted galaxies, but not all!!



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Quasars: spectra and Lyman α forest

Quasars and Lyman α forest
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Some spectral features are not 
associated with quasars  
narrow absorption lines are 

formed in intervening galaxy 
halos between us and quasars

Redshifts of these absorption lines ≤ quasar redshift

occurs as Lyman α absorption (this is the lowest excitation level 
for hydrogen gas found in these galaxy halos

 can be used to measure extent of galaxy halos and map out 
large scale structure in the universe

Fl
ux

 



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Quasars
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Broad Absorption Lines (BAL) Quasars (always blue-shifted) : 
normal quasars seen at a particular angle along the l.o.s. of 
intervening, fast-moving material (?)  10% of quasars

High-ionization (HIBAL): 
Lyα, N V, Si IV, C IV 

Low-ionization (LOBAL): 
Al III, Mg II

7 BAL QSOs (red throughs), 2 non-BAL QSOs

blue-shifted
absorption lines!

Trump et al. 2006

Fl
ux

 

WINDS !
Outflows with 
v ~ 0.2c !



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Seyfert galaxies

Type 1: two sets of emission lines
 narrow emission lines with FWHM of few x 100 km/s

produced by a narrow emission line region (NLR)
 broad emission lines with FWHM of few x 1000 km/s

produced by a broad line emission region (BLR)
Type 2: only narrow emission lines, but….

NGC 1275 (Sy 1.5)             Circinus (Sy 2)

NGC 4151

NGC 4151
(Sy 1)
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Seyfert galaxies

Sy 1.x (1.9, 1.8, ...):  defined by the width of the Hα and Hβ lines
Narrow line (NL) Sy 1: subclass of Sy 2 with X-ray excess and

optical Fe II in emission

But the classification for a
specific object can change
with time, due to AGN
variability!
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 LINERs: Low-Ionization Narrow-Line Region galaxies
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LINERs are found in nearly all nuclei of 
bulge-dominated galaxies

They appear to be the weakest in the AGN zoo

M104 Sombrero galaxy (LINER)

Characterized by
[O II] +3727Å / [O III] +5007Å ≥ 1
[O I] +6300Å / [O III] +5007Å ≥ 1/3

Seyferts

LINERs

--- classification line
extreme starburst

non-AGN emission-line 
galaxyfrom AGN to non-AGN



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 LINERs: Low-Ionization Narrow-Line Region galaxies

Narrow, low-ionization emission lines

Weak non-thermal continuum

Emission comes from either a low-luminosity 
AGN or from shocks and winds from
a starburst

Hosts galaxies are typically spirals

LINER: [OIII]/Hβ less prominent than in Sy 2
Strong [OI]6300A and 

[NII]6548,6583A

LINER

Seyfert 2
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
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 Quasars, Seyfert galaxies and stars

UV excess in quasars and Seyferts:

Quasars and Seyferts often have unusually blue colors
compared to stars: bluer than most A stars!
 quasars have flat spectra in U—B band

Brunzendorf & Meusinger (2002)

U
-V

B-V



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Radio galaxies:

Hydra A

2.
7”

 =
 1

88
 k

pc

strong radio sources associated with giant 
elliptical galaxies, with optical
spectra similar to Seyfert Type 1 and 2

Sub-classification according to optical spectra: 
NLRG = narrow-line radio galaxy
BLRG = broad-line radio galaxy, with optical spectra similar to Sy 2 and Sy 1 30



exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Radio galaxies: 

FR Is and FR IIs

FR I - 3C 449 FR II - 3C 47

31

radio morphology: measured by the ratio of the distance
between the two brightest spots and the overall size of 
the radio image:  FR I with R<0.5 and FR II with R>0.5

FR Is: weaker radio sources that are 
bright in the center and
fainter toward the edges

FR IIs: limb-brightened

transition at  L1.4 Ghz = 1032 erg/s/Hz
D
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exPlAnAtions to tAxonomy
 Blazars: 

Light CurveSpectrum

Strongly variable, highly polarized nonthermal continua (up to TeV),     
weak/absent emission lines, hosts: faint ellipticals

Variability faster and higher amplitude than normal quasars and Seyferts
BL Lac - high polarization, emission lines have low 
equivalent width strong relativistically beamed jets along l.o.s

OVVs (Optically Violent Variables) - lower polarization, 
emission line EW decreases as continuum brightens,
variability >0.1 mag on ~day, much stronger on longer times

32BL Lac



AGn: observAtions
 Spectral energy distributions (SEDs):

AGN show emission in all astrophysically relevant wavelengths

in
te

ns
ity

Power law                          nonthermal!!        

Power law vs blackbody SEDs

Typical values for quasars -1 < α < 0

 equal energy per logarithmic 
frequency interval (per decade)

power law

non-stellar radiation

stellar, blackbody 
radiation

33

blackbody



AGn: observAtions
 Bi-modality: do radio-quiet quasars have jets?

Comparing SEDs of radio-quiet and loud QSOs

Elvis et al. 1995

Ulvestad et al. 2005

Recent VLA 
observations:
weak jet-like outflows
in RQQs
(Leipski et al. 2006)

Radio emission from jets?

First detection
of optical jet in M87 
by Curtis (1913) !!
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AGn: observAtions
 X-ray bands 

Fl
ux

   
νF

ν
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AGn: observAtions
 X-ray bands 

To be discussed later !

Haardt et al. 1994

KeV

Fl
ux

   
νF

ν
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AGn: observAtions
 X-ray bands 

KeV

Fl
ux

   
νF

ν
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KeV

Type 1 AGN Type 2 AGN

Type 2 can be easily missed not only in optical surveys 
but partly in X-ray surveys !



AGn: observAtions
 Energetics 
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3C 273

Milky Way galaxy: -19.7  30 MW



 Energetics: quasar variability 
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Quasars are variable in every wavelength
and emission lines:
timescale  days to months

Sizes of emission regions in AGN:
light-days --- light months

Luminosity of 30 MWs squeezed into
~ light days (!!) ~ 2x1010 km  Solar System

flu
x

time

the AGn zoo: observAtions

WHAT OBJECT(S)  CAN 
BE RESPONSIBLE ?



AGn: common Grounds?

Blind men and elephant (Indian) parable 40



whAt Powers AGn?

 The central engine  standard model?

What object(s) could these be ?

Ultra-high luminosity

Ultra-high compactness: from ~ light day variability

41

Additional arguments in favor of SMBHs in AGN include a long list
of  issues  this is the subject of remaining talks !

Only supermassive black holes (SMBHs) have these properties

L ~ 1040-48 erg/s   106.5-14.5 L
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the AGn zoo: unificAtion?



the AGn zoo: unificAtion?
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Sy 2 galaxy NGC 1068 observed in polarized light showed a Sy 1-type 
polarized spectrum.  The observed properties could be explained by 
reflection of a hidden Broad-Line Region (BLR) into the line-of-sight

 Spectropolarimetry



the AGn zoo: unificAtion?
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Antonucci & Miller 1985 Hidden type 1 AGN in type 2 AGN (but not in all!)

 Spectropolarimetry

Anisotropy in AGN for radiation propagation!



the AGn zoo: observAtions

From spectropolarimetry and ionization cones central source of radiation
and anisotropic radiation field 45

 Ionization cones from AGN

Additional evidence for anisotropy 
in AGN: ionization cones 
in narrow emission-line region (NRL)

These cones are aligned with the radio jets
(if present)  toroidal obscuration



the AGn zoo: unificAtion?
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Obscured

Unobscured 

Viewed directly
down the jet

Seyfert 2    Type 2 quasar or radio galaxy

Seyfert 1    Type 1 quasar or radio quasar

Blazars 

Power

There are some low L unobscured AGN with no broad line lines…
(explain later!)

Many Type 2 AGN are hidden but can contribute to the X-ray background

 Attempt to make order in this mess



the AGn zoo: unificAtion!
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 Another attempt to make order in this mess
Radio-loud versus radio-quiet

Relate the radio-loudness to the angular momentum (J) of AGN

high spin  radio jets which are source of radio emission
low spin   no jets  no powerful radio emission

Can jets be powered by 
rotational energy from AGN??



the AGn zoo: unificAtion!
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 Another attempt to make order in this mess

If angular momentum (J) in AGN is so important,
where do AGN get their angular momentum ?

accretion process?
mergers with other AGN (when their host galaxies merge)? 

Because the AGN must be very compact  gravitational wave signals
detectable by LISA or LIGO

This would also explain why powerful radio sources favor 
giant elliptical galaxies as host and galaxy cluster environment!
(Remember: large Ellipticals maybe merger products)

ACCRETION:  growth of small objects into a massive object 
by gravitationally attracting more matter  



the AGn zoo: unificAtion!

49Padovani & Urry 1995

Another attempt to unify AGN:

All the observational appearances
of AGN are aspect-dependent

There are clear benefits of this 
scheme, BUT (a big BUT!) it does 
not explain or unify all the AGN

For example, we still don’t know
difference between the radio-quiet
and radio-loud AGN in this 
unification…



conclusions for lecture 1
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 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) is a diverse class of objects which appears
to have a single unifying source of energy to be discussed in the next 
lecture.

 The observed characteristic properties of AGN may reflect the diverse
options of how the injected energy finds its way out of the object,
depending on the environment.

 The emerging unification of AGN as a class of objects must be yet proven
to be only aspect-dependent.  In addition to `aspect-dependency’, various
factors can be important and determine additional relevant physics.

 The relevant physics of AGN is not yet fully understood. It involves
both the central engine of AGN, transfer of the outflowing energy
(radiative and mechanical), as well as the ultimate question of what
fuels this spectacular activity.
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